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During 2019, the Trustees of Parish Funds held regular meetings to review quarterly 
performance reports, receive overall economy review information and market analysis 
and expectations, consider investment recommendations from our portfolio investment 
advisors at US Trust (Bank of America), vote on specific buy/sell (rebalancing) 
recommendations and consider any other matters brought before us. 
 
2019 was a steady year in terms of action by the Trustees.  As shown later in this 
annual report, the market performed well.  Our endowment portfolio experienced its 
second year of investment in US Trust’s socially-responsible investing program (Socially 
Innovative Investing (S2I, which only invests in large capital domestic carbon-free 
companies).  While some 20% of the value of both the Unrestricted and Restricted 
accounts are specifically invested via S2I, approximately 20% of the remainder of both 
portfolios are invested in companies that would be considered ESG stocks (meaning 
Environmental, Social and Governance issues are factored into evaluating potential 
stocks in which to invest).  The result is that approximately 40% of our total endowment 
is invested in socially responsible investments.  We are working towards practicing what 
we preach while remaining vigilant with our fiscal responsibility.  We continued to 
support the Finance Committee and the Vestry in their efforts to construct the Church 
budget by supplying comparisons of what the Unrestricted account’s support to the 
operating budget would equal at annual rates of 4%, 4.5% and 5% (with payments 
made monthly) both in gross amounts and net of bank fees.  The rate continues at 5%. 
 
The stock market’s performance in 2019 was robust to phrase it mildly; returns were the 
highest they have been in the last six years.  Periodic (i.e. quarterly) rebalancing 
throughout the portfolio enabled us to capture the strengths of the market and avoid the 
less-strong sectors.  Because we, and our US Trust advisors, know the important role 
that the endowment plays in supporting the Church’s operating budget, we are 
prudently aggressive in the Unrestricted portion of the endowment and more 
conservative with the Restricted portion.  We continue to recognize the congregation’s 
interest in maintaining the Church’s varied outreach ministries and their importance in, 
and to, the greater New Bedford community and we balance that against the foresight of 
our forebearers to establish and maintain the endowment.  Grace Church is in an 
enviable position having an endowment of the size it does and, while it assists with 
capital projects and on-going operations, at the same time, we acknowledge the “push 
and pull” of our role and assure you that we take our responsibilities seriously; always 
with the best interests of the Church as a whole as our guide.  On to the numbers… 
 



    Unrestricted Account  Restricted Account 
 
    2019  2018   2019  2018 
Beginning Value (1/1) $3,197,543 $3,608,492  $3,380,574 $3,670,240 
Ending Value (12/31) $3,335,652 $3,197,543  $4,211,250 $3,380,574 
Change in Value               $   138,109  ($   410,731)            $   830,676  ($   289,666) 
 
Disbursement (Regular) $   174,363* $   186,522  $     80,131***$     79,125 
Disbursement (Special)** $           NA $           NA  $           NA  $     19,565    
Bank Fees   $     17,210 $     17,938  $     21,108     $     18,441 
 
Current Yield    2.16%  2.35%   2.34%  2.56% 
 
Total Return (Net of Fees)          20.24%          (6.54%)           17.49%       (5.31%) 
Benchmark            20.38%          (5.43%)                    17.35%       (4.62%) 
 
* This figure is the amount transferred to the Church’s Operating Account.  It comes 
from being 5% of the Unrestricted Account’s average balance over the prior 12 calendar 
quarters.  It is then divided by 12 and 1/12th is transferred monthly. 
 
** This line represents additional approved disbursements such as the $600,000 
disbursed in 2016 in support of the Grace in Community campaign. As reflected by the 
NA, there were no such special disbursements from the Unrestricted Account in 2018 or 
2019.  With the Restricted Account, in June 2018, the Vestry voted to remove Together 
Now funds for Long Term Maintenance and place them in the Grace in Community 
Restoration Fund at BayCoast Bank.  The $19,565 represented the then-current value 
of $17,955 of Together Now funds directed to the Restricted Account in March 2014.  
 
*** This figure represents funds generated by “income only” legacy gifts that are used to 
support the Church’s Operating Account. Transfers occur on a quarterly basis.  
Approximately 50% of the legacies in the Restricted Account are of this “income only” 
type, the remainder specifically direct their income to support the Church in other ways 
(for example: outreach, flower fund, scholarships, ECW, church school, music program, 
Martha’s Pantry, etc.). 
 
Portfolio Allocation  Unrestricted Account  Restricted Account 
 
    2019  2018   2019  2018 
 
 
Equities   65.3%  56.4%    53.1%    46% 
Fixed Income  31.3%  32.9%    42.4%    46% 
Real Estate        0%       0%         0%      0% 
Tangible Assets    1.6%     1.6%      1.6%            1.9% 
Cash      1.8%     9.1%      2.9%            6.1% 
       



In regards to legacies, in March, an anonymous gift of $5,000 was placed, as directed 
by the Vestry, in the Unrestricted Account and in December, a gift of $2,500 from the 
Karina Foundation was also placed, as directed by the donor, in the Unrestricted 
Account.  Donations of legacies, particularly to the Unrestricted Account, are welcomed 
and can help ensure, along with prudent investing, the financial health of the parish. 
 
As part of the permanent record, attached to this annual report is a listing of legacy gifts, 
both restricted and unrestricted, together with the market value and percentage 
allocation of each gift as of December 31, 2019 as well as the investment policies and a 
report of performance. 
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